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ABSTRACT
different but fixed compositionswith the volubility
This paper descri3es an implicit, three-dimensionalof gas in oil being dependent upon pressure alone.
formulationfor simulatingcompositiional-type
reservoir
moblems. The model treata three-phaseflow in CarteA smaller number cf papers have .>resented
numerics;
IIan (x-y-z)or cylindrical (r-e-z) geometries. Appli- models for simulating isothermal“compositional”reservabilityranges from depletion or cycling of volatile
voire whare oil and gas equilibriumcompositionsvary
Iiland gas condensatereservoir to miscible flooding
considerablywith ~patial position and time. With some
lperatlonsinvolving either outright or multiple-con- simplification,the reservoir problams requiring compo:act-miscibility.
sitional treatment cat~be divided into two typea. The
first type is depletion andlor cycling ~f volatile oil
and gae condensate reservoirs. The second type is
The formulationutil~zes an equation of state for
bhaseequilibriumand proparty calculations. The equa- miacible flooding with mulciple-contact-miscibility
:.ion
of state provideb conaiatencyand smoothnessas gas (MCM) generated in-situ.
md oil phase compositionsand properties converge near
L critical point. This avoids computationalproblems
A distinctionbetwaen these types is that ths
I.sar
a critical point associatedwith use of different first usually involves phaee compcisitions
removed from
correlationsfor K-values as opposed to phase densities.the critical point while the second type generallyrequires calculationof phase compositionsand properties
Computationaltestingwith example multiple-con- convergingat tiiecritical point. A compositionalao:actmiscibility (MCM) problems indicates stable condel is or should be capable of treating the additional
?ergenceof thle formulationas phase properties conproblem of outright miscibilitywhere the cwtgind oil
Iergeat a critical point. Results for theee MCX pro- and injected fluid are miscible upon first contact.
~lemsshow significantnumerical dispersion,primarl,ly
A difficulty in modeling the MCM process is
lffectingthe calculatedvelocity of the mi$c-iblefront
;dvance. Our continuingeffort Is d%rected toward re- achievementof consistent,stable convergenceof gas
luctionof this numerical dipsersion and compar-iaon
of and oil.phase compositions,densities and viscosities
]odelresults with laboratory experimentsfor both
as the crtical point Is approached. A number of stuiiultiple-contact
and outright miscibility cases.
dies have reported models which utilize different
.
correlationsfor equilibriumK-values ae opposed to
1-5
We feel that thelmplicit nature of the model enphase denstttee . Use of an equation of state offers
lanceeefficiencyae well as reliabilityfor niostcompothe advantage of a single, consistentsource of calcuxitionaltype pr~blems. However, while we report delated K-values, phaae densities and thair danaitias
Lailedproblem results and associated computing times,
near a critical point..
?e lack similar reported times to compare the overall
?fficiencyof an implicit compositionalformulationwith
The purpose,of thie work waa’to develop, and
:hat of a semi-implicitformulation.
test with sample problems, a multidimensional,compositional modeS ueing an equation of state. While thi8
.INTRODUCTION
objectiva includes applicabilityto depletton,cycling
and outright miscible flooding operations,our emphasis
Many papera have treated increasinglysophisticatedin this work was placed on,simulationof the MCM pro>r efficient methods for numerical modellng of black oil Cess
reservo~rperformance. The lattet type of resarvoir
allows an assumption that z~servoir gas and oil have
,
●

referencesand illustrationsat end of paper.
L?
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AN EOUATION OF =

Van-Quy et a16 dascribed a one-dimensional,twophaee (gae-oil),compositionalmodel neglecting gravity
and capillaryforces. They utilized a 3-component
correlationguaranteeingconsistencyof phase compositions and propertiedat the critical.point.andpresented detailed calculatedand come experimentalonedimensionalreeults for vaporizing and condensing (MCM)
.
gae injectioncases. Corteville et all used the same
model and preeentedadditional comparison between
linear calculatedand experimentalresults.

I

Metcalfe et a18 and Fueeell et alg published two
10
etudies using a cell-to-cellflash calculationmodel
to simulate the MCM or vaporizing
gas
injection
pro..

cess. Fueeell and YanosiklA described iterative
methods for phase equilibria calculationsus+ng a modified Redlich-Kwongequation of state. Fussell and
12
‘Fussell utilized the latter work in developing a
forumlationfor a multidimensionalcompositionalmodel. They presentedan example calculationfor an
Immisciblegas injectioncase.
This papar describes an equation of state, implicit compositionalmodel formulationfor three-dimensional, three-phaseflow under viscous, gravity and
capillary forces. Teet applicationsto one- and twodimensional14CMtype problems are described. This
paper reporte the capabilityof thie formulationin
computationallycoping with the convergenceproblems
encounterednear critical points in the MCM procees.
Our continuingeffort ie directed toward comparisons
with published experimentaldata, for both MCM and
outright miscibilityproceesea, and further examination and reductionof numerical dispersion error.

I
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The formulationis implicit and requires simul:aneoueeolution of a set of Nc + 1 finite difference
:quationsthroughout the grid representingthe reaer~oir. This implicit formulationrequires more arithmetic (computingtime) per grid block per time etep
:hanan IMPES (implicitpressure-explicitsaturation)
:ypeof model. However, the latter treat6 tuansLissibilitiesexplicitlyin saturation and composition
‘sri’ablea
and accordingly tends to require smaller and
ore time eteps than an implicit model. We have not
‘etcompared overall efficienciesof the two typaa of
~odels.
Formulationaswmptions are inetantaneouaequ.ilirium between gas and oil phases in any grtd block and
Iutualinsolubilityof water and hydrocarbon components. There are no assumptionsor limite on the numer of hydrocarbon components,other than computer
torage and computing time requirements. Diffueion ie
eglected.
Metertal balance error for each component is
rinted after calculationas (initial-in-place+ cumuative injection-cumulativeproduction-(tictual-inlace))/Max(cumulativeinjection, cumulative production),where all quantities are in mole$. This fracional error is consistentlyless thank .0001.
PVT treatment of fluid and rock properties is
eacribed in the Appendix.
MATHEMATICALMODEL DESCRIPTION
The model consiets of N equationswritten in fiite difference fom for each grit!block, where Nis
NC + 4. The Nc component inassbalances are

GENERAL DESCRIPTIONOF THE MODEL
-

The model formulationtreats one- two- or threedimensionalflow of water, oil and gae in”formetions of heterogeneouspermeabilityand porosity with
Carteeian (x-y-z)or cylindrical (r-0-z)geometries.
The fluid flow is eimulated ueing Darcyts law incorporating gravity and viecous and capillary forces.
Relative permeabilityand capillary ?ressure ere dependent upon saturation and interfacia.t
tension.

The model appliee to depletion ~f volatile oil or
gas condensatereservoirsand cycling of the latter.
However, the primary objective of this work was develop
ment and testing of a model capable of emulating
vaporizing gae injectionand miscible flooding operation. In the test applicationsdescribed below we
emphaeize the multiple.contact-miscibility
~rocess.
The model consieta of mase balances for water and
N= hydrocarboncomponent and aeeociated constraint
equations; Oil and gas phase densities and.fugacities
or K-values are calculated from a modified Redlich13,14
Kwong equation of state
. Oil and gas phase viscosities are calculatedfrom ‘he Lohrenz, Bray and
15
Clark method and converge to a common value aa the
phase compositionsconverge near a critical point.
Interracialtension ie calculated from the Mecleo’d16
Sugden correlation .
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where the derivatlvee are evaluated at the latest
iterate values of {Pi}. Derivative of products of
term are obtained by the normal chain rule,

Nc
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Expansion of Accumulation Terms

Id the saturation constraint
so + Sg+sw=’l.o

(5)

The time-differenceor accumulation terms on the
left-hs.ndsida of the mess balances are expanded as
illustratedhere for component i,

xnplete tha set of N model eq~tions.
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The N unknowns correspondingto these equations
ce
(12)
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(6)
Id these unknowns will be referred to hereafter ae
?i} where PI = xl, P2 = X2, .... PN = Sw, in the order

!herefor illustration,

Lsted in (6).
+

In order to solve these N equations, all terms
Jst be expanded into linear combinationsof the sescted dependent variables or unknowns. In the impliLt formulationdescribed here the N unknowns at each
Lme step are {dPi} for each grid block.

+

Our notation is, for any quaritityor product of
ems x,
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~usa all variables are known at the old t’i~elevel
~d superscx’ipt
E is iterate number. Thus 6X 1s the
nenge in X over the time step while 6X is the change
n X over cme iteration.
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the Dirac delta function.
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~ansion of Interlock Flow Terms
The lnterblock flow terms on the right sides of
:hemass balances are evaluated implicitlyas illustratedfor x-direction flow of component i in the gas phasl
letweenadjacent grid blocks 1 and 2:
k
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Lties in the constraints simply consists of expressing
he terms at time level n + 1:
. krg, 1.t8,pgand yi are evaluated at the upstreem block
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+ ax
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inally, the term 6X is expanded as a linear combinaior,of the N depeudcnt variables or unknowns {Pi} as
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:f S8 Is nonzero in both grid blocks. If Sg is nonzero
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We illustratethe semi-implicittreatmentof well
:ermsfor productionof component i from a well on
Ieliverabflity
completed in layers k = 1, 2 and 3. The
‘ateof productionfrom layer k is
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Consolidationof N Model Equattons
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When written for a gtven grid block, the first
Nc + 1 of the Nmqdel Equations (1) - (5) involve un-

knowns {dPj} for that grfd block and in addition involv{
15Pj
I

(18)

hewellbora pressure gradient is calculated using an
xplicit wallbore gradient as
‘wbk = pwb,k-l+y

(19)

(Zk- ‘k-l)’

the unknowns {6P } o. each neighboringblock. This
j
appearanceof adjacent block unknowns is a result of
the interlock flow terms present in the mass balances.
We refer to these Nc i-1 mass balancee as the “primary”
equatlone. The remaining Ne + 3 (constraint)Equattons
(3) - (5) involve only the &knowns”{dPj} of the given

grid block. therefore they can be used to eliminate .
here pwbl = the specifiedbottom-hole flowing pressure,N c + 3 unknowns from the pr$mary equations, resulting
in a set of Nc + 1 primary equations in Nc + 1 un~ is subeaa dapth opposite the center of layer k and
knowns.
~.
i PIk(AoYo+ ~gYg+ ‘wyw)pk/
The expanded constraint Equations (22) and (23)
“[ k-l
are Nc + 2 equations in 2NC + 1 Unknowns - {xi}, {yi}
3
and prcasure p. We use Gaussian elimination to solve
Z PIk(Ao+Ag+Aw)
pk
(20) for theNc+ 2 unknowns {dxi}, dyl and 6y2 in texms of
k-l
\ n
the remaining Nc - 1 unknowns 6y3. 6Y49 ..*, &yN , 6p.
c
tcuanaton
of ConstraintEquations
Thus,
The fugacity constraints,Equation (3), are approximated
implicitly (at time level n+l) using
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The mass balance Equations (1) - (2), with terms
expanded as described above, are Nc+ 1 equations in thl
2NC + 4 unknowns {dPj}. Equation (25) ie used to elimi.
uate the Nc + 2 unknowns {6x1, 6X2S .... d%

, 6Y~, ~Y2>
c
eliminate &3w. This ekimi.

The constraintsare and Equat;ol; (24) iS used to
.
nation of Nc .’3 unknowne leaves a set of Nc + 1 primer:

i..
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I
(mass balance) equatione in Nc + 1 unknowns. !Ihisset

A similar variable substitution SE performed for
the case where oil saturation is zero. In any case, we
always solve Nc + 1 simultaneous,prfxmry equations in

Df equations can be writtan in matrix form as
(26)

c d~= A(TAd~) +~
where C and T are (Nc + 1) x (N= + 1) matrices, &
the column vector

{dY3~

6Y4S ..,,

6YNC,

ie

Nc + 1 unknowns by direct solution. In ganeral, of
course,.ad-latent
grid blocks may have different eete of
primary variables.

dp, 6s., Issg}

ml & is an (Nc + 1) ac1 column vector’consisting of
residuel’termedependent upon latest iterate values of
fluid and rock properties. These primary equations are
Bolved by the reduced band-width direct solution tech17
nique described by Price and Coats .

Case of Water Immobility
If water la presant but immobile throughout the
reservoir then the ~ight-hand staleof the water mass
balance, Equat%on (2), is zero and that equetionmzy be
treated as a constraint equation as oppoeed to a primery equation. This reduction to Nc rather than Nc + 1

primary equations can be important since the computtng
After solutionof Equation (26) for 82, the elimi- time associatedwith direct solution of n simultaneous
dy2} are calculated from
neted unknowns {dxl, 6X29 ● ...
3 19
equations is proportional to n
.
Equations (25) and &w is calculated from Equetion (24).
If water is immobile then the model formulation is
kll 2NC + 4 unknowns are then updated as
s described above with tha following exceptton. “The
!ariable &$w is eliminated from expanded Equation (2)
=Pp.
PJ&3Pj
(27)
j=l,2,...,N
‘j,n+l
end constraint Equation (24). The rssulting equetfon
in 6S0 and dSg is then used to el~nate 6Sg fro8 the
where a damping factor may be used on 6P if %terate
Nc expended component mass balence Equations (l).
~
changes are axcessive.
The reeulting Nc primary variables then include only
Tha values P~

are ueed to reevaluate terms in C,

one saturation, 6S., for the casa where oil and gas

l’,audgin Equation (26) and the latter equation is
phases are present and no maturationswhen oil or gae
solved again. These Iterations continue until max16P I phase saturation 1s zero.
j
zver the &rid are lees then specified tolerances. We
HydrocarbonPhase Appearance/Ditiappear&nce
~enerallyuse 1 pai for pressure, .01 for saturation
Bnd .002 for mol fractions.
The case of hydrocarbon phase disappearanceduri~
a
time
step is quite simple. If both oil and gas
Variable Substitution
phases are present in a grid block at the end of iteraThe above descriptionof the model formulation
treate the general case where both oil and gas phases
sre preeent. If no free gae is present then the 2NC+4
nodel aqpations (1) - (5) become Nc+3

tion 2 then the solution {P,}W1 includes $~

and S~

If either of these saturation is negative then it is
set to zero before initiating the next iteration.

equatione in
If S: or S; is zero in a gridblock, then a sature

tha Nc + 3 unknowns {xi}, p, So, Sw. The Nc + 1 deleted

tion pressure calculationfi
describad in the Appendix, il
performed for the block’s s~ngle-phasehydrocarbon fluIf calculated ps is less than the grid block pres(3), and the gas phasemol fraction constraint,Equation‘d’
(4b). Tha correspondingNc + 1 deleted unknowns are
sure pg then the block remaina in “singlehydrocarbon
equationsare the Nc fugacity constraints,Equations

{Yi}and Sg.
T.heNc + 3 equations are expandad as desctibed a-

phase mode.

If p: exceeds pa then tha absant phaae ea-

turation is set to (say) .001 and the present hydrocar-

bon phase Sg is decremented by .001. We apply this tes
bova as linaar combinationsof the Nc + 3 variables
each.izeration. The saturation pressure calculationis
{dPj} - {6%1, 6X2, .*., 6% , tip,6s0’ 6SW}. The set of not perfo~ed for two (hydrocarbon)phase grid blocks.
c
Nc + 1 primaryequations is obtained by eliminating
Numerical Dispersion Controls”
d%

using Equation (23a) and &wueUng Equation (24)
c
with &3g = S; = O. The remaining sat of Nc + 1 pri-

mary variables is {8x1, 6X2, ....6% -1, dp, ($S.}.
c

AS discussed under Appltcatione below, multiplecontact-miscibilitycalculations exhibit considerable
numerical dispersion. One occurrence of this numerical
aizpersion is at-the leadtng edge of the two-phase (8aa
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oil) displacement. The region downstream of thie
leading edge or gas saturation“shock” front should
consist of oil at original composition*. With no
control, the calculatedoil compositionis appreciably
smeared downstreamfrom this front. We effectively
prevent this numerical diepereion by specifyingoil
outflow compositionas original oil compositionfor
each grid block until a gas phase appears in the
block.
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The use of an equation of state, togetherwith
use of equation of state densities in the Lohrenz et
al viscosity calculation15,ensures smooth convergence
of phaee compositionsand all propertie~ to critical
point values as the latter is approached.

APPLICATIONS

DISCUSSIONOF MODBL FORMULATION

In applicationsto datewe have experiencedlittle
difficulty and few “surprises”in simulatingdepletion
We awmarize here some advantageousfeatures of
or cycling operations. However we have faced numerical
this formulationwhich are absent from some or all of
dispersion and convergenceproblems in testing the
1-7,12
model with the multiple-contact-miscibility
type of
the earlier reportedmodels
. The formulationis
problem. We are currently satisfiedwith the converthree-dimensionaland treats flow of all three (gas,
gence attained by the implicit formulationdescribed
>il ,andwater) phases accounting far capillaryand graabove but feel that numerical dispersion deeerves
tity as well as viscous forces. Hydrocarbonphase
further attention and attempts at control.
rela$ivepermeabilityand capillary pressure are
iepe$dentupon interracialtension in additton to
3atutiation.
The applicationsdescribed here include one- and
#
two-dimensional(cross-sectional)example problems.
Water is present but immobile in all calculations.
The implicitnature of the formulationremoves a
The methane-butane-decanesystem ia used for the
time step limitationassociatedwith models using
reservoir hydrocarboncontent. Reservoir temperature
%xplicittransmisaibilities. In the latter caae, a
iO 160”F for all calculations, Methane, butane and
single (hydrocarbon)phase grid block cannot experience
decane are referred to hereafter as components 1, 2
? throughput (volumetricflow in or out) larger than
and 3,,respectively.
the phase’s volume in place in tha block. In some
:rosa-sectionsand/or single-wellradial-z calculations,
:he correspondingtime step limitation can be severe.
A.sdescribed in the Appendix, the modified .2ed14
lich-Kwong equation of state requires values for
The “price” paid by the Implicit formulationfor
parameters Qai, ~i for each component and binary
:hia toleranceof larger time stepa is the increaaed
interactioncoefficientsC
arithmeticper time step required for simultaneous
We calculatedfiat,~%
ij“
~olution.
of Nc + 1 primary equations. As the number of
at 160”F as described in the Appendix. Binary
:omponentsbecomes larger this penalty increasea
interactioncoefficientsC
= O except for C12 = .024,
ij
:apldly and must be offsat by use of Increasingly
= .025 were obtainad frosn’Zudkevitch
and Joffe14.
C23
larger time stepa than explicit formulations. The
,,/
developinguse of vector or array processor hardware
Table lliate reported experimentaldata19 for
may significantlyreduce the ratio of equatton-solution
the methane-butane-decanesystem and presents a comto coefficient-generationtime wtth a result more
parison with our calculated saturationpressures and
favorableto implicit than explicit formulations.
K-valuea using the above mentioned Oa, ~,
Cij values.
The formulationdescribed here does not generate
m use equilibriumK-values per se and”requiresno
flash calculation. However, the fugacity constraints
~re entirely equivalent to the direct uae of K-values
ES yi u Ki xi and one iteration of the flaah calculation is automaticallyincorporatedor performed in
sach overall Iteration for each two-phaee grid block.
Fussell and Fusse1112 report selection of two
differentreduced sets of equationa and iteration
variableafor a two-phase grid block, depending upon
tihetherthe block is predominantlyliquid or vapor.
Dur formulationuses a fixed set of reduced (primary)
equationaand variables for all saturations0%3g<l.0.

~Phyaicaldisparaionor mechanical mixing will actually
result in some smearing of oil compositionat this
front but the mixed zone la small comparedwith that
produced by numerical dispersion.

Zudkevitch and Joffe reported agreement between calculated and experimentalresults generally comparable
with that shown in Table 1. However, their agreement
was exact in regard to pressure and their calculated
decane K-values were better at 160”F at 2000 and
3000 psia. Their unreported flai,~i values were
undoubtedly somewhat different from ours as we use a
somewhat different procedure to calculate them. How12
ever, Fussell and Fussell imply their use of
zudkevitch and Joffe’s procedure and the former give
the$lai, f$ivalues at1600F shown in Table2. We
ueed these values from Reference [12] and obtained
no improvement in match of pressure or K-valusa.
.

clam Q9W!

Ku

The single-cell calculationdescribed in the
Appendixwas used to calculate the critical point
compositionat 160°F and 2000 P8ia as Xl = .664’9
= .332, X3 = ,004. The same calculationwas used
‘2
to determine a methane-but-~ecompositionnecessary
to generate multiple-contact-niecibility
in a horizontal, one-dimensionaldisplacement. An injected
compositionof Y1 = .684 , Y2 = .316 was found to
force the initial oil (xl = .2, X2 = .2, X3 = .6)

r!!.+.
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II

calculatedmiscible front velocity with an increasing
nr-~berof grid blocks,

Figure 3 shows :calculatedbutane (intermediatecom
ponent) mol fraction ve distance at 210 days. Initizl
butane mol fraction was .2 and injected butane mol
fraction was .316. The calculations indicate an upstream miscible zone of injected gaa composition,a two
phaee zone of variable composition and a final, downstream single-phase oil zone of original oil composition. Actually, the downstream or leading portion of
the two-phase zone should be a plateau of constant
composition but ite existence is meaked by numerical
dispersion effects. This plateau can be proven by the
analytical solution technique of Welge et al20 and
is
6,7
dtscuseed by several authora
. Figure 3 again shows

exactly to the critical point. A leaner injection
~as gave calculatedoil disappearancewith a disparity in phase compositionswhile a richer mixture
gave either outright miscibility or a temporary
gas phase which disappearedwith disparity
betweenphaee compositions.

I

All fluid compositionsmentioned ’hereare mol
Eraction,not weight fraction.

that numerical dispersion is more pronounced in the
vicinity of the miscible front than in the two-phase
zdne.

3ne-Dimensional,Multiple-Contact-Miscibility
Problem

Figure 4 chows effect of grid block size on calculated oil rate and surface gas-oil ratio vs time.
Finally, Figure 5 shows cumulative oil recovery vs time

Model Runs 1, 2 and 3 treat injection of a 68.4%
nethane- 31.6% butace gas mixture into a linear reservoir with 20% water saturation and 80% undersaturated
In all these rune, a given grid block progressed
>il saturation. Oil compositionwas 20% methane, 20%
in
time
from original oil composition to a two-phaae
mttane and 60% decane. Initial bubble point, reservoir
temperature,and initial pressure were 821 peia, 160”F (gas-oil) configurationand finally to a single-phaee
(miscible)mode. The gas and otl phase compositions
snd 2000 psia, respectively. Initial oil in place,
calculatedby flashing the oil at stock tank conditions during the two-phase period continuouslyconverged
toward critical composition. The two-phase to single>f 14.7 paia and 60°Fs was 35,342 STB and stock tank
phase transition occurred due to phaee convergencegas-oil ratio was 267 SCF/STB.
i.e. convergenceof both phase compositions to critical
composition - rather than oil or gas phase dieappearanc(
The reservoir is 250 feet long, 100 feet wide and with a phase composition disparity.
50 feet thick. Permeabilityand porosity are 2000 md
and .20, respectively. Other input data are listed in
Of the above diacuesed reeults, parhaps the leabt
l’able3. 100 Mcf/day of gas were injected and producsensitive
to effects of numerical dispersion is calcution was on deliverabilityagainat a flowing bottomhole
lated cumulative oil recovery vs time. However, the,
pressureof 2000 paia.
80-block Run 1 ie not the “correct” answer in that it
still displays numerical dispersion effecte. Other
Runs 1, 2 and 3 were performad with specified,
authors presenting ona-dimensional,multiple-contactconstant.time eteps of 1.875, 3.75 and 7.5 days,
miscib-ilitynumerical calculationsmention use of 100
respectively,so that the ratio time step/cell volume
and up to 300 grid blocks96
‘ . Eliminationor signifiwas the same for all runs. The resulting maximum
(over grid) changes in saturation andmol fraction per cant reduct%on of numerical dispersion in 10 - 20 grid
time step were generally each less than 0.1. However, block representationsobviously requires control meaet steps when phasea converged to critical composition, suree undiscovered in this study. Attempts to analyze
and control this dispersion are discussed by several
satuqtion change per step was as high as 0.50.
-.—
authors~’7’21.
Runs ~, 2 and 3 were perfom’ed using 80, 40 and
20 grid blocks, respectively. Figure 1 showa calculated gas saturation profiles vs dietance at 210 days
for the three runs. Thie figure shows a considerable
effect of numerical dispersion on the rate of advance
of the miscible front. The two-phase gtis-oilzone
eaturationeare less setd.tive to number of grid
blocks. Figure 2 further illustrates the increase in

20
report that their analytical.solutiol
Welge et al
for thie type of problem shows that maturation and composition proftles are unique but simply “stretch”with
time. This implies that use of grid block size in-
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creasingwith distance from the injectionwell might
reduce epace truncationerror using a fixed~otal number of cells. ?hfs idea ~S in effect used in an
earlter etudy7 where grid block size was increased in
groups from Injector to producar. We repeated the 20block Run 3with Axi = aAxi-l and a = 1.15 so that
Axl was 2.44 feet and AX20 waa 34.73. Compared to the
constant- Ax Run 3, agreementwith the 80-block run
was better at early time but worse at later time.
Two-D%meneional,Gas InlectionRuna

Figure 6 compares calculatedofl recovery and GOR
ve time for Runs 4 and 6. In Run 6, free gas broke
through at the producer in layer 1 at 262 days and in
layer 2 at 1338 days. The high permeabilityat formation top in Run 6 aggravated the gas override and raduced oil recovery from over 90% to 53% of original oil
in place. In run 6 the miectble zone existed only in
layer 1 and broke through at the producer at 1570 daye.
While this miscible zone initially appeared with phase
convergenceat critical composi~ion,the gas composition
aubeequentlybecame leaner than the injected composition
due to percolationor upward flow from layer 2 of
leaner, immiscible (in layer 2) gas. The calculated
methane mol fraction of layer 1 gas was uniformly 70%
at 2160 days.

.Croee-eectional,
x-z Rune 4- 7 were performed
for gas injection into a highly stratified reservoir.’
We examined the effect on calculated oil recovery of
Run 7 is the came as Run 4, with the permeable
permeable zone ordaring, kvj~ ratio and injection gaa layer at the bottom and kv/~ = 1, but injection gas ie
composition. The example reservoir is 400 feet long,
a lean 90 mol % m,ethane,10 mol % butane. Figure 7
100 feet wide, 80 feet thick and ie repreeentedby a
chows that the lean gae injection gives somewhat higher
20 x 4 grid. Permeabilityof the four layers varies
early oil recovery but gas overrides and Lreaks through
from 20md to’2500md. Initial oil saturation,presquickly at 379 days in layer 1 and 394 days in layer 2.
sure and compositionare identical to those used in the
Calculated GQR risee rapidly and final recovery at 2160
one-dimensionalRuns 1 - 3. Model input data different days is only 59% of original oil in place, compared to
from or additional to those given in Table 3 are given
91% recovery for Run 4 ueing richer gas injection.
in Table 4. Initial oil In place was 95007 STB.

I

This lean gas of Run 7 ie very similar to an
In Runs 4 - 6, injection gas of 68.4 uml X methane,
equilibriumgas in that its compositionlies very close
31.6 mol Z butanewae injected at 100 Mcf/Day tnto all
to the phaee envelope. Thue there is not a pronounced
four layers in proportion to layer permeability-thickvaporizationor condensationmechaniam and no calcuness product. The productionwell wae completed In all
lated oil saturationanywhere in the reservoir ia refour layers and produced on deliverabilityagainst a
duced below .18. This “immiscible”character of the
2000 psia flowing bottomhole pressure.
tnjected gae explains the early higher oil recovery
(than Run 4) which is directly caused by slightly
For Run 4, permeabilitieswere 20, 100, 500 and
higher reservoir pressur.tzation
early In Run 7.
2500 md in layera 1, 2, 3 and 4 (top to bottom), respectively and the kvl~ ratio was 1.0. The only change
EFFICIENCY OF THE FORMULATION
for Run 5was reduction of’kvf~ to 0.1. Run 6had a
Computing time requirement for a formulation is of
kvl~ of 1.0 but the layer ordering wae reversedwith
intereat since comparison of different formulations’
layer 1- 4 permeabilitieeof 2500, 500, 100, and 20md overall efficienciesis helpful in continuing developrespectively.
ment efforts. All computing timas mentioned here are
CDC 6600 CPU seconds. One-dimensionalRuns 1, 2 and 3
required .036 seconde per block-etep for total run time~
Runs 4 - 7 were performed ueing automatic time
,of 872, 239 anti75 seconds, respectively. Average
steps controlledby maximum grid bloc..changes (per
iterations per time step for each run were about 3.25.
time etep, over enttre grid) of .15 for both saturation and mol fractions.
Two-dimensionalRuns 4 - 7 all were carried out to
2160 daya. Run 4 required the most computing time, 474
The effect of tie tenfold reduction’inkvl~was
seconds for 114 eteps and 465 iterations, or an averag{
very little. The timss of free gas appearanceor break,
of 4.08 iterationsper time step. Computtng time per
through at the productionwell in layers 1 - 4 in Run 4
block-etep wcs .052 seconds.
were 628, 900, 1020 and 1620 days, respectively. The
correspondingtimes for Run 5 were 870, 745, 990 and
12
, Fussell and Fussell reported a computing time re1350 days. Thus gas broke through+mostrapidly in
~quiramentof .0066- .0254 (CRC 6600) seconds per blocklayer 1 for Run 4 but in layer 2 for Run 5. In spite
~stepfor a 3-compoaentproblem for their semi-implicit
of tha pronouncedpermeability increasewith depth, Run
~equetionof state compositionalmodel. They actually
4 indicateda rathar strong gas override. When free
reported IBM 370/168 timee and we use a factor of 2.2
gae broke’throughin layer 1, the free gas fronts in
~for CDC 6600 time/IBM 370/168 time. They reported callayera 2, 3, and 4 were advanced only 65%, 552 and 15%,
~culatedresults for immiscible gas injection in a 13x9
respectively,of the distance from injector to producer
~cross-section,using the methane-butane-decane~ystem,
In Runs 4 and 5, only a very limited miecible zone was
,but did not give time etep or overall computing time
present at 2160 days. This zone existed only in layer
information.
3 a distance of.about 30% of rzservoir length from the
injector.
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Equilibrium K-value for component i,
Yilx~

We performed an 11x9 cross-sectionalrun similar
‘i
EO their example to datarmine the increased computing -.,
time requirementof this formulationdue to sn incraase
Ln band-width from 4 (in Runs 4 - 7) to 9. The compu- Nc
ting tima per block per iteration Increased only from
N
,0128 to .0159 seconde. !J!he
1080 day run required 14
time eteps, 115 seconds, and corresponds to .375
nw, now, n
~ydrocarbonpore volumes injected.

Number of hydrocarbon components
2NC + 4
,
‘g

s..M4R%

Parachor of component i

‘chi
An implfcit formulationutilizing an equation of
Jtate has been described for simulationof multidimen- P1
k
Sional,compositionalproblems. Applicabilityof the
Formulationrabges from cycling or depletion of volatile
ail and gae condensatereservoirs to outright or multi‘i
>le-contactmiscible floodhg operations.

Layer k productivity indax, cu.ft. cplday-psi,
..
Unknowns, see Equation (6)
Gas-oil capillary pressure, pg- po, psi

Computationaltestingwith example problems lndi- ‘Cgo
:ates stable convergenceof this formulationas hydro- P
Cwo
:arbonphase compositionsand propert$.esconvarge near
~ critical point. Continuing effort is directed toward
:omparisonof model results with laboratory results for
>oth multiple-contact-miscibility
and outright miscible Ps
:ases.
P.
The reported computationaltesting centered on the
p
uultiple-contact-miscibility
process since abillty to
Stablyand efficiently compute behavior very closa to a
:riticalpoint is perhaps the severest tsst of a compo- qi
Sitionalformulation. Our example problem results for
:his process indicate significantnumerical dispersion
n!imarilyaffecting the calculatedvelocity of miacible- %
R
front sdvsuce. Further effort is required to analyze
md reduce this numerical dispersion.

Water-oil capillary pressure, p. - pw,
psi
.!
Saturation Pressure
Original reservoir pressure
Gas phase pressuxe, psla
.!

‘i
kv
%

Fugacity, psia
‘

Fu~acity of component ~ in a mixture
Vertical permeability
HorizoMal permeability

-

Production rate of c;mponent i from grid
block, mols/day
Water production rate, mols/day

‘

Universal gas constant, 1.98 Btu/lb mol
- ‘R

While we report detailed problem descriptions,ra- S
%ulta snd associated computing tlms, we lack similar
~eportedtimes necessary to assesa the relative overall s
gc
~fficiencyof an implicit formulation as opposed to
semi-%mplicitformulations.
s
org
NOMZNCLATLW
s
Orw
:
Rock compressibility,Ilpsf
r
sgr
Water compressibility,llpsi
swir
-w
~
Modified Redlich-Kwongequation binary
~ij
interactioncoefficients
E

Exponents on relative permeability curve

‘g

t

Pheee saturation, fraction
Critical gas saturation
Reslduel oil saturation to gas
Reeidual oil saturation to water
Restdual gas saturation
Irreduciblewater saturation
Temperature, ‘R
Time, days
Time step, days

At
v
~

Specific volume, cu.ft.llb mol

v

Grid block volume, k

Ax, lly,Az

Grid block dimensions, feet

k

Permeability,md x.00633

kr

Relative permeability,fraction

‘i

k
rgcw

Relative permeability.togas at connate
water

Yi

k“
rocw

Relative permaabili’tyto oil at connate
water

z

‘k

Ay Az

Mol fraction of component i in oil phase
Mol fraction of component i in gas phas~
Subees depth, measured positively downward, feet
Depth to center of layer k

—

.

Greek
r

Specificweight,
peilft
.

k

Phaee mobility, kr/P

Ii

Fugacity coefficientof component i,
filp xi

9

Deneity, m@a/cu.ft.

$

Porosity, fraction, oo(l+cr(p

0

Acentric factor

J

Interracialteneion, dyneelcm.

v

Gae phaae

1, 2

Adjacent 8rid blocks 1 and 2

Superscripts
o

Original

!?”
- PO))

Iterationnumber

~L

Hydrocarbon liquid phaee

,V

Hydrocarbon gas phase
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The fugacity coefficientof component 1 In a ~
ture is @i E fi/pxi and is definedby 16
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where w“is ?omponent i acentric factor. Thue the two
equations fo~ determining!dai,~. for ~Tc are

Ueing Equation (30) in (39) gives.

fi=
Px~

.. .. . . .

.

$L(A,B) -*ci
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(47a)
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(47b)
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rhere
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Phase Deneity Calculation
Hydrocarbon liquid and gae phaee densitiee are
calculatedas
p/zRT

P=
!heexpression (40) for component fugacity is”der~ved
11-14
m given by a number of authors
.
Equatione (36) and (40) apply separately to the
,Aquidand gas hydrocarbonphaee~wfth mole fractions
xi} and {yi} used, respectively,in calculatingA, B

..,,

(48)

whera z ie obteined ~~om the latest iterate phase composition and pressui’evaluee by solution of Equation
(36) using the rmalytical solution for a cubic equation,
Derivativesof PO with respect to {xi} and pressure are
obtained as
apo
(1

~=

md other compoettion-dependentterme. In Equation
:40)9ZL or ZG Ls ueedwhen,the equatton Is applied to

(49)

-&$)/zLRT

‘L

apo
-ad.
~RT

~=

:heliquid or gae phaee, respectively..

(50)
‘:i

For the unmodifiedRedlich-Kwongequetion13,
where Equation (36) givee
ya= .4274802327,% = .08664035and are independentof
;emperatkre’,
preesure, compositionand particular com14
calculate Qai, ~i for
Ionent. Zudkevitchand Joffe
lathcomponentL at a given temperatureutilizing the
:omponent’s
.saturationpreseure, saturated kiqu.tddenIityand Lyckman’s fugacity.coefficient.
We calculateflaLand %,

at any temperaturefrom
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‘Ci
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K

azL

“azLaA
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‘—+Taxi
aA aXi

?ZL aB
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(51)

azL ~B
(52)

azL
(44)

fv
1

azL aA

and

:he two equation8
L
fi
~L

azL

K=

(B-zL)/(3Z~-2ZL+A-B2-B)

(53)

(A+(2B~Ol)ZL)/(3Z~-2ZL+A-B2-B)
:

(54)

azL

(45)

K=

fhere Zci ie critical z-factor of the component and

meeeure is specifiedae the maturationpressure at the The derivative 3A/sp, aAjaxi, etc., are calculated
;iventemperature. Equations (44) and (45) are there- from Equations (37),.(38)and (31)-(3S). Calculation
!onetwo equationsin the two unknowne $2ai,~% and are
of gae phase deneity derivatives is identicalexcept
that Zv and {yi} replace ZL and {xi}.
lolvedusing the Newton-Rephsonmethod.
Re6ulte described in this paper were obtained
16
tsingReidel’evapor-pressureequatio~ and Gunn and
kmeda’s method16 to obtain saturated preesures and
liquiddeneities.

~gturation Pressure Calculation
Saturationpressure is calculated in the manner
11
propoeed by Fueaell and Yanostk with on’eminor exception. They propose solution of the Nc+l equatione

If the temperatureT ie above Tc for the component,
:henwe utilize critical propertied to determine flai,
&iassug~eeted

LV=O
‘i - ‘i

(55)

N

by Zudkevitchand Joffe. ?3eusezci

md their suggestedcritical fugacity

i=l,2,...,Nc

C

P6 -

fL

EJ=O”
j-l$:

.(56)

>r the Nc+l unknOwnS {yi~y2V***8yN*Pe}using the
1-

ewton-Raphsonmethod to obtain aat&ation preasure”of
liquid phase. We have found somewhat improved convergenceby replacing Equation (56) by

s - Swir -“s:r

= ~J
wir

-

S*
org

(61)

and

N=
Zyi
j=l

50

=

1.0

(57)

(62)

f(u) - (:)nl
o

This saturation pressure calculation ie performed U ie interracial tension, u. 1s “initial” tension corach iteration for each grid block where S =0 or S.=O.
tl
responding to the read-in capillary preesure curve and
he recalculatedsaturationpressura and absent phase
nl is a read-in exponent generally in the range of 4-10
repositionare stored and ussd as starting values for
n,n
~
Og, krgcw, krocw, Swir, Sorg, and Sgr are input
he next iteration’sNewton-Rapheonsolution of Equaions (55) and (57).
~r and S*
data. As lnterfacial tension decreases, S*
org
approach zero as

I

ugacity Calculation
Hydrocarbon liquid and gas phase component fugaciies and their derivatives31z~’
calculated each iteraion for all three-phase (includingwater) grid blocks
rom Equations (40) and (36) using latsst iterate value
F compositionand pressure. The phase z-factor is
irst calculated from Equation (36) along with derivativesof z with respect to composition and pressure.

sg .
S*
org

f(a) s
gr
=

f(u) Sorg

(63)

(64)

Gas phase ralative permeability is treeted with
23
hysteresis as described elsewhere . Thus Str le alm
a function of S
and Sg when Sg ie less t~n S
gmax’
gmax
i:3 historical maximum gas saturation in the
where S

elative Permeability

Analytical representatiorwfor individual phaee
elative permeabilitiesare psed here in describing the grid bl~k~
elative permeabilitycalculations. The model has the
For large nl, as G decreases below U. the vafileof
o]ption of reading tabular data in lieu of the analytica
km and krw denote relative permeabilitiesto f(U) will remain near 1.0 until G/O_ ie very smell.
DMIS
.
f(
measured in a core contain-This means that k
WiRter and oil, res~tive~~
given ~y Equations (58)an
and k
rg are relative permeabiliil ng no free gas.
rog
(59) will vary li~~lewit~~nterfacial tanston until
t ies to oil and gas maasured in the core containing
close proximity to the critical point is attained. Thi
i reducible water saturation.
reflecte our understanding o? tha literature on low ten
sion behavior which indicates that very low interracial
Under immiscibleconditions, gas-oil relative per- tensions are necessary to appreciably reduce residual
meability cu~es generally exhibit considerablecurva- oil saturationsunder normal reservoir preseure grat ure and residual gae and residual oil satu~ationsbe- dients.
1 ow which tha respective phasas are immobile. Near a
c rttical point, however, interracial tanslon approaches
In summery, “Equatione(58) - (64) givekrg and
z ero, reeiduel pheee saturationsdecrtise toward zero
k
of specified curvature with epecified residual
and the relative permeabilitycurvee must approach
atraight lines. The treatment given here is not based S::rations s
and S
at original gas-oil intergr
org
on any thaory or experimentalevidence; it is simply
racial
tension.
As
teneion
decreases toward zero the
davised to exhibit tha described behavior with intercurves continuouslyapproach straight lines with zero
facial teneion reduction.
residual maturations.
The two-phase gas and oil curves used in this wor’<
If water te immobile then km = O and kro = krocw
are
xk
ae deacribad above. For the three-phase case,
rog
(58)
=k rgcw [f(u)Fgns + (1 - f(u) ) Kg]
k
rg
=k
k
rocw[(krow + ‘rw)‘krog + ‘rg)-krw- ‘ro]
ro
(59)
= f(u) Eonog+ (1 - f(a)) 30
k
rog
(65)
w?hara

5

8
.

s - s*r
=l~-s~
‘- S;r,
wir

24
which is Stone’s method
modified slightly for the
caee where krocw ie less than 1. Analytical
relat~on(60)
shipa used for k~

I

and krow are

i~

(

s - Swir

)

MODEL

SPE 821

nw

(66) purpose. A critical point is dc

rminad for a apeci.
fied intial oil composition,apti..
ZLed pteaeure
and
temperatureand an ~n~ection gas compositionhaving
ona degree of freedom. A saries of gas injection ru~
‘0”
1- s“ - Som
(67) are performedwith the compositional“degree of freek
row - ( - Swir - Som
dom” varied. Each run simulatea continued mixing of
)
\l’
injected gas with the mixture resulting from gas and
oil removal at constant prei3sureusing relative permeability curves, By these trial and error runs, an
:nterfacialTension and Capillary Preeaure
injectioncompositionis found which results in tha
ce113s gas and oil phasea convergingat the critical
The gas-~il interracialtension is calculatedfrou
composition. If injection gas is too lean then oil v
16
:heMacleod - Sugden correlation
disappear in the cell, or if too rich then gaa will
disappear, in either case with a significantdisparit.
between final equilibriumgas and oil phaee composi(68) tions. This single-celltype of calculation ia diachi (PLxi -“ PgYi)
8-1o
i9tl
cusaed in detail in the literature
. We simply po’
louthere that we have found it provides a rather quic
and reliable proceduze for calculatinga critical corn
here Pchi is tha parachor of component i and densities
sition. In addition, of course, the calculationgive
here only) are in units of g-mol/cm3. If a gas cap is ‘a close estimate (in our experience)of the “minimum
nitially present in the reservoir the U. 5s calculated enrichment” injection compositionnecessary to achiev,
km

= kmro

~w- S
- S
wir
orw

Ji=:p

rom Equation (68) using the equilibria.n
phase densiiea and compositions. If the original reeervoir oil
6 underqaturatedthen saturationpremure (bubble
oint) is calculatedand GO is calculatedfrom Equation
.

68) using’equilibriumphase denaitiea and compcaitions
~at that pressure.

multiple-contact-miscibility.Fussell et alg discuss
this in greater detail and point out that the shape o:
relative permeabilitycu”rvesused in this calculation
can affect the accuracy of this indicate.1
minimum enrichment.

The read-in gas-oil capillary pressure curva ia
assumed to correspondto a teneion of Uo. At any other
interracialtension, the read-in Pcgo is multiplied by
U/Uo. Input capillarypressures can be expressed in
tabular or analyticalform. In this workwe used
analytical expressions
P

P

Cwo

Cgo

=aw+bw(l-Sw)+cw

=ag+bgSg+cS

(l- SW)3
3

gg

(69)
(70)

Viscosity Treatment
I
Water viacoaity is a constant read as input data.
using the
IGas and oil phese viscositiesare computefi.
Lohrenz, Bray and Clark method15. The phase densiciea
in their method are obtained from the equation of
state so that gae and oil phase viscositi~ converge
to a common value ae phase compositionsconverge near
a critical point.
Calculationof Czf.eicalCompositionI
The model formulationdescribed in the body of
this paper haa been programmed in singla-cellor zeromaterial balance mode. ‘IWOrecent pa1dirnenaional

pers25,26

diacuas a rigorous method of critical preseure, temperatureand compositioncalculations. We
have found that our.problem is generally determination
of critical compositionat given pressure and temperature. We uae this single-cellcalculfition
for this
.

..

TABLE 1
COMPARISON OF CALCUIATBD AND EXPERIMENTAL
RESULTS FOR THE MBTHANE-BUTANE-DECANESYSTEM19

K-VALUE
T, *F

‘i
—

280

Xl=,203

&

~
1000

calculated
1019.7

d.

Calc.

KI=3.813

3.773

X2=.346

K2= .613

.637

X3=.451

K3= .032

.(331

280

.402
.370
;228

2000

1970.5

1.861
.605
.122

1.867
.613
.099

280

.575
.179
.246

3000

2997.6

1 459
.631
.193

1.475
.635
.156

160

.253
.661
.086

lGOO

972.7

3.174
.297
.013

3*173
.297
.008

160

.459
390
.151

2000

1950.9

1.854
.367
,039

1.862
.361
.028

.663
.229
.108

3000

3128.2

1.213
.703
.330

1.254
.633
.218

●

160

●

TABLE 2
C~ARISON

OF CALCULATED(l.,~

VALUES

FOR METNANE, BUT4NE AND DECANE

Q
component

—
Ref. 12

methane

ai

%i
ThiS Work

Ref. 12
——

This Work

.4251

,42617

.0859

.0S6173

butane

04154

.419367

.0759

.0794

decana

.46512

.451875

.07259

.070452

4$

.

TAELE 3
MODEL DATA FOR RUNS 1-3

Reservoir length
Width
Thickness
Permeability
Porosity
c = .000003
w
e = .000004
r
One-dimensionalgrid
Capillary pressure
Relative permeability data:
s
Wc
s
org
s
gc
s
gr
k
rocw
k
rgcw
km
‘Og = ‘g =
Initial preseure
Reservoir temperature
Initial saturation:
Sw, so, SR

250 ft.
100 ft.
50 ft.

2ooomd
.2

80 blocke, 40 blocks, 20 blocks (Runs 1, 2, 3)
zero
.2
.2
0
.15
1.0
1.0
0
2 (see Equations (58), (59))
2008 psta
160 F
.2, .8, 0

Inttlal oil c&okit&on:
.Xl,X2, X3

.2, .2, .6

Initial calculatedoil
Viscosityls.

1.07 Cp

Stock tank conditions

14.7 psia, 60°F

100Mcf/day of 68.4.mol%methene, 31.6 mol% butana injected at x-O
Production at x=250 ft. on deliverabilityat 2000 pafa

,

TABLE 4
MODEL DATA FOR TWO-DIMENSIONALRUNS 4-7

400 ft.

Reae”rvoirlength
width

100 ft.

&!!YS&

~

9

PI, RB-cp/dey-psi

1

20

.18

2

2

100

.20

10

3

500

.22

50

4

2500

.24

250

Layers ware reversed in order for Run 6
kv/~

= 1.0 except for 0.1 value ueed in Run 5

Vertical permeability ie calculated as harmonic average of adjacent
layer parmeabilities

●✎ ✌✎

a

P
= 20 S3
Cgo
8
Injection = 100 Mcf/day of 68.4% methane, 31.6% butane, Runs 4-6
= 100 Mcf/day of 90% methane, 10% butane, Run 7
Production at x-400 ft. from all four layers on deliverabilityat
2000 psia opposita center of top layar
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